Exceptional crew protection is built into all COMMANDO Select vehicles. Greater survivability, however, doesn’t mean sacrificing vehicle mobility – these vehicles deliver greater mobility than similar armored vehicles on the market. COMMANDO Select vehicles are customizable giving operators the ability to go almost anywhere and perform nearly any mission. Whether serving as a combat-proven infantry fighting vehicle (IFV), performing reconnaissance or as a command and control vehicle the COMMANDO Select is ready for action. With a wide range of configurations, it is also a proven ambulance, armored personnel carrier (APC) and a support utility vehicle.
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PUSHING PAST POSSIBLE
Combat-proven in the toughest combat environments, the COMMANDO Select gives operators the ability to go almost anywhere and perform nearly any mission. These vehicles are designed to be easy to operate and maintain with readily available parts, training and service support.

**KEY SPECIFICATIONS**

- **MAX SEATING**: 10 (3 crew, 7 personnel)
- **ARMAMENT**: Multiple options available
- **SPEED**: 62 mph (100 kph)
- **RANGE**: 400 mi @ 40 mph (644 km @ 64 kph)
- **VERTICAL WALL**: 22 in (560 mm)
- **GROUND CLEARANCE**: 26 in (660 mm)
- **GRADIENT/SIDE SLOPE**: 60%/30%
- **FORGING**: 60 in (1,524 mm)

**VARIANTS**

- **APC WITH TURRET**: Adds additional firepower with multiple turret options available.
- **APC MEDEVAC**: Provides ballistic and blast protection to the medical crew during patient treatment and transport.
- **90MM DIRECT FIRE VEHICLE**: Tested and proven firepower for additional lethality.
- **MORTAR VEHICLE**: Provides flexible and adaptable indirect fire capabilities; fires shells up to 120 mm.